
 

 

Lesson Name:  Running Rhythms  by Anne Fennell 
 
Class: Any music class in which students needs to learn, review, or normalize rhythm 
 
Date: (this should be deleted) 
 
Objective for Lesson: As a collaborative performance group, students will review, learn, apply, create, 
assess, and perform a long Running Rhythm pattern, with no meter, using syllabication and physical 
reproduction as created by the group. 
 
Student Learning Outcomes (After successful completion of this lesson, students will be able to:) 
Students will be able to read and perform with 90-100% accuracy and beat fluency, any given rhythm pattern 
found within the cards given, and then reflect to transfer and apply this knowledge to music that the student 
will read and create throughout the year. 
 
Necessary Materials 
Stick notation rhythm cards of the same width and height.  One card equals 1 beat, and on each card a single 
beat of rhythm is printed.  (1 card = 1 quarter note, 1 card = 2 eighth notes, etc.  One exception:  A double 
wide card has a half note). These are stick notation only with no note heads so that students can read these 
from any direction.  Students can perform using hands, feet (body percussion), or favorite small percussion 
instruments (hand drums, etc.) packet of rhythm cards. 
 
National Standards Covered 
https://www.nationalartsstandards.org - Music 
Creating: (MU:Cr1.1.7)  Performing: (MU:Pr4.1.7)  Responding: (MU:Cn10.0.7) 
Composition - Connecting:  HS Proficient (MU:Cn10.0.C.IIa) 
 
What do students need to do prior to coming to this class? 
Prior to coming to class, student will need to know or do nothing.  No review or prior knowledge is needed, 
and students of all different levels can collaborate as one learning team.   
 
Activities (what will the students do; what will the teacher do) 
•  As a class, determine word/syllable for each note value.  
Example:  quarter note = car,  2 beamed eighth notes = piz-za, 1 half note = house, etc. or use traditional Orff 
or Kodaly syllabications for each.  Review rhythm card note values with the participants using the 
word/syllables they choose. 
 
• Model 1 card at a time, reviewing the word/syllable associated with the note value.  All students must 
clap/play and speak the note’s value as a team.   
 
• Once the note value is learned, place two in a row, holding each in a hand.  Invite the class to speak and 
clap these (using their syllable/word for each), in time with a beat.  Teacher can begin by saying, in time, 
“One, two, ready play” or any verbal phrase or auditory ‘beat’ hat will establish a pulse and a starting point, or 
say, in time, “card, card, card, card” to prepare the students and set a pulse. (Please note, that this long 
Running Rhythm will not be placed in a meter, or with cards grouped in measures, but rather in a long line of 
cards. The groups will need a preparatory beat/pulse as a starting point and a predetermined number of 
simple verbal sounds, clicks on a woodblock, drum, or cowbell will work.) 
 
• If the two cards were spoken and played correctly, add another card of a different value, inviting the class to 
perform.  If any errors are made, review before adding another card, if no errors were made, add another card 
and continue until all card note values have been modeled. 



 

 

 
• Collaborative work preparation: 

- Divide participants into groups of 4-5 students and give each group a stack of rhythm cards.  
- Invite the students to sort the note value cards by rhythm  
- Rotate, in the group, who chooses each next card as rhythms are added.  
- Rotate, in the group, who will be the ‘conductor’ or the person who will begin the group to establish 

the beat’s tempo and when to start/play. 
- Students should stand for this work and place the rhythm cards on the floor so that they can walk and 

move alongside the long Running Rhythm pattern that will be placed on the floor, leaving a small 
space between each card to support visual tracking 

 
Independent Practice: 
Inform the students that they will have 20 (more or less as needed) minutes to create a long, Running 
Rhythm pattern that is played and spoken accurately. 
 
•  Ask the groups to begin a pattern using 2 cards that they all decide upon.   Students choose the 2 cards 
and place these on the floor for the group to see.  (Always keep a bit of floor space between each card to 
support visual tracking.) 
 
•  Students practice saying and clapping a short, two-card pattern.  If it is played correctly, a student in the 
group chooses another rhythm card he or she wants.  
 
•  When all can say and play the new three card pattern, the next student in the group adds another card to 
the rhythm line.  Once all members can speak and play this 3-card pattern correctly, the next group member 
adds another card.  
 
• Remember – students can only add one card at a time and it is additive.  If some of the students can’t play, 
or aren’t playing/speaking the cards correctly, the Running Rhythm should be repeated until it is learned 
before a new card can be added.  
 
• Continue this additive process until the time frame has been completed.   
 
• To prepare for the final performance where all groups play for and over one another, the teacher should 
check-in with each group and have all practice, at the same time, while keeping the beat with a clap or sound 
(cowbell).  Check for understanding, help practice challenging areas, peel back some patterns if they were 
added haphazardly, and support each group. Challenge some groups by asking them to play their pattern 
forward and backward.   
 
• Invite the groups to return as one large group and that each group will play for the others and then they will 
layer over one another.   
 
Performance/Informal/Formal Assessment:   
• Teacher and class predetermine what a quality performance of the Running Rhythm pattern will look and 
sound like.  This can be shared prior to the group work starting so all are informed. The class could also 
create a rubric or could informally can identify key areas: 

- Group stays on beat 
- All students speak and play all cards accurately and audibly 
- Group works together throughout the entire process, staying focused to add cards 
- Group rotates who chooses cards and who starts the group each time a new card is added 
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• Teacher invites individual groups to play and emphasizes that each new beat (cowbell) sound is a new card, 
and that the beat will continue to move forward.  The beat is the constant rate.  If a group falls off the beat or 
gets lost, ask the students to predetermine who will start them again in the group, and from what card they 
will begin. 
 
• Begin a single group and once they reach the end of their Running Rhythm, to start at the beginning again, 
without pause, so the class can hear it as a long pattern 
 
• After each group plays, invite the group to share the challenging areas or what they would like to add.   
 
• Inform the students that now all of the groups’ patterns will be layered over one another. Choose a tempo 
that works with all of the groups and inform the class that each new beat is a new card (except that half note 
is two beats, as it is 2x as wide). Remind the students that once they reach the end of their pattern, they 
should immediately start again (all groups will have different length patterns and the teacher can choose when 
to end the piece when it is playing as a large ensemble). 
 
•  Layer all small groups for a complete ensemble, with each group playing their pattern over the others, 
repeating it as necessary, to reveal a larger piece that was created by chance.  Invite students to listen to the 
moment in the class where a group’s rhythm might fall in conversation with another, or where all groups 
suddenly play/say the same note value.   
 
• Reflect with the class, asking: 

– Was there a moment or beat of complete unison playing? Where, how did that sound or feel? 
– Where did the class ensemble have conversation sections? 
– Where and how did your group find challenging moments?  
– If your group stopped and started, what created this and how did your group fix this? 

 
• Invite each student to copy the Running Rhythm they created with their group and to practice their work.  
This can also be used in lesson extensions.  (See below) 
  
•  Add variation: 

- asking students to verbalize or create a unique inflection with only one given note value 
- add accents with simple accent cards and invite the students to practice with these additions.   
- practice internal speech with verbalizing only one of the note values 
- have 2 groups layer over each other to create duets, and then return to the class for all to play 

together, to create an ABACADA (rondo) form 
 
 
Possible Lesson Extensions 
•  Have students improvise a melody, using portions of the rhythm pattern that was created 
•  Layer short sections of the various patterns over each other to create a layered ensemble 
•  Have students assess music reading abilities, self-correct, and improve 
•  Students compose their own patterns, adding accents, practice and perform for all. 
 
What do students need to do before the next class? 
Students should copy or take a picture of their group’s pattern and practice this or create their own pattern to 
extend the learning. 
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